
THE GENETIC CODE



Dogma of Molecular Biology

¨ Stretch of DNA (gene) contains information to make 
a specific amino acid sequence

¨ Information in the DNA is not directly translated into 
the amino acid sequence

• DNA ® RNA ® proteins



Transcription & Translation

¨ Transcription
¤ DNA transcribed (copied) to 

mRNA by RNA polymerase

¨ Translation
¤ mRNA is translated (decoded) to 

protein
¤ Language of the nucleic acids 

are converted to the language 
of the proteins



Exceptions to the dogma

¨ Some RNA molecules made by genes are not 
mRNAs
¤ Perform other functions in cell (i.e. tRNA, ribosomes)
¤ DNA à RNA

¨ RNA can be used to make DNA
¤ Reverse transcriptase

n Viral enzyme used to synthesize DNA version of virus’s RNA
n e.g. HIV

¤ RNA à DNA



Genotypes make phenotypes

¨ Genotype
¤ Sequence of bases in an organism’s DNA

¨ Phenotype
¤ Product of the proteins DNA produces

¨ Alleles
¤ Different DNA sequence possibilities for a gene
¤ Different alleles produce different proteins
¤ Different proteins can produce different phenotypes



Genotypes make phenotypes



Genetic Code

¨ How does the sequence of mRNA code for the 
specific amino acids in a protein?

¨ George Gamow
¤ Predicted each “word” in genetic code contain three 

bases
¤ 20 AA and 4 RNA bases

n 3 base code is the least that could specify all amino acids
n 4x4=16
n 4x4x4=64



Genetic code

¨ Triplet code is redundant
¤ Some AAs specified by more than one triplet



Properties of the code

¨ Redundant
¤ Most AAs are encoded by more 

than one codon
¨ Conservative

¤ First 2 bases are identical when 
multiple codons specify same AA

¨ Unambiguous
¤ One codon codes for one AA

¨ Universal
¤ All codons specify same AA in 

all organisms



Codons

¨ Codon
¤ Group of three bases that specifies particular AA

¨ Start codon
¤ Signals start of protein-encoding sequence of mRNA
¤ AUG

¨ Stop codons
¤ Signals end of protein coding sequence
¤ UGA, UAA, UAG



Using the code

¨ Predict codons and AAs encoded by DNA
¨ Predict DNA from mRNA AAs



Using the code

¨ You try



Using the code

¨ You try

AUG   CCC    CUG    GAG  GGG   GUU   AGA   CAU

Met     Pro      Leu Glu Gly Val      Arg His



Mutations

¨ Permanent change in DNA
¤ Modification of cell’s information 

archive
¤ Create new alleles

¨ Point mutations
¤ Single base change

¨ Chromosome level mutations
¤ Addition or deletion of 

chromosomes



Point mutations

¨ Result from single base change
¨ DNA polymerase inserts wrong base 

¤ Proofreading & mismatch repair fail



Point mutations

¨ Types:
¤ Replacement (or missense) mutations

n Result in changes in AA sequence

¤ Silent mutations
n Doesn’t change AA sequence



Effects of mutations

¨ Beneficial
¤ Increase fitness

¨ Neutral
¤ Do not affect fitness
¤ e.g. silent mutations

¨ Deleterious
¤ Decrease fitness

¨ Most mutations are neutral or slightly deleterious



Chromosome-level mutations

¨ Changes in chromosome number
¤ Polyploidy: increase in number of each type of 

chromosome
¤ Aneuploidy: addition or deletion of a chromosome

¨ Changes in chromosome composition
¤ Inversion: section breaks, rotates, and rejoins
¤ Translocation: section breaks and attaches to another 

chromosome



Chromosome-level mutations



One-gene, one enzyme hypothesis

¨ Beadle and Tatum experiment:
¤ Damaged genes in bread mold
¤ Observed mold’s inability to produces specific proteins
¤ Developed hypothesis

¨ Srb and Horowitz 
¤ tested this hypothesis





TRANSCRIPTION & TRANSLATION



Transcription & transcription: overview

¨ Transcription
¤ DNA à mRNA
¤ Synthesis of mRNA from DNA



Transcription & transcription: overview

¨ Translation
¤ Converting genetic information into proteins
¤ mRNA is code for proteins synthesized at ribosome



Transcription

¨ Template strand
¤ Strand of DNA used to synthesize mRNA 

¨ Non-template (coding) strand 
¤ Matches the sequence of mRNA
¤ Except RNA has Uracil (U) instead of Thymine (T)

Coding strand

Template strand



Transcription

¨ Ribonucleotide triphosphates (NTP) bond to template 
strand

¨ Phosphodiester bond b/n NTP



RNA polymerase

¨ Perfoms synthesis of RNA
¤ 5’ to 3’ direction
¤ Like DNA polymerase

¨ Do not require primer before transcription
¤ Unlike DNA polymerase

¨ Bacteria: one 
¨ Eukaryotes: 

¤ RNA polymerase I, II, and III



Steps of transcription: initiation

¨ Sigma
¤ Protein subunit with RNA 

polymerase forms 
holoenzyme

¤ Guides RNA polymerase 
to DNA template strand



Steps of transcription: initiation

¨ Sigma
¤ Recognizes and binds to 

the promoter sequence
n Specific group of base 

pairs

¨ Once sigma binds
¤ Transcription begins



Steps of transcription: initiation

¨ Several different 
sigma
¤ Initiate different 

genes (unique)



Steps of transcription: initiation

1. Sigma opens DNA double helix
2. Template strand threaded 

through RNA polymerase
3. Incoming NTPs pairs with 

complementary base of DNA’s 
template strand

4. RNA polymerization begins
5. Sigma disconnects after initiation 

began



Steps of transcription: elongation

¨ Elongation phase
¤ RNA polymerase moves along DNA synthesizing 

RNA



Steps of transcription: termination

¨ Termination phase
¤ RNA polymerase encounters a 

transcription termination 
signal in DNA



RNA processing in eukaryotes

¨ In bacteria
¤ DNA is converted to mRNA directly

¨ In eukaryotes
¤ Transcription produces pre-mRNA
¤ Immature
¤ Before translation, requires another step



RNA processing in eukaryotes

¨ pre-mRNA
¤ Has regions that code for mRNA (exons) and regions 

that don’t (introns)
¤ Introns must be removed for the final mRNA

n Process known as RNA splicing



Translation: overview

¨ Translation
¤ Converting genetic information into proteins
¤ mRNA is code for proteins synthesized at ribosome



Bacterial T&T

¨ Translation & transcription occur simultaneously
¤ Ribosomes begin translating before RNA polymerase is 

finished transcribing

¨ Many ribosomes working simultaneously



Eukaryotic T&T

¨ In eukaryotes
¤ T&T are separated
¤ mRNA synthesized in nucleus
¤ mRNA transported to 

ribosomes in cytoplasm



Transfer RNA (tRNA)

¨ Bridges the 3-letter 
genetic code (codon) in 
mRNA with 20 letter 
code of AA

¨ Anticodon
¤ Joins 3 base pairs with 

codon of mRNA



Transfer RNA (tRNA)

¨ Each anticodon links 
with specific AA

¨ Each codon is met by a 
specific anticodon

¨ Amino acids are linked 
together making 
peptide chains



Ribosome

¨ Contain protein and ribosomal RNA (rRNA)
¨ Structure

¤ Small subunit: holds mRNA in place during translation
¤ Large subunit: peptide bonds form



Ribosome

¨ Function: molecular machine to synthesize proteins
¨ Steps

1. AA connected to tRNA enters the A site
2. Peptide bond forms P site
3. Ribosome moves 3 bases
4. tRNA exits E site



Steps of translation: initiation

1. Begins at AUG start codon; mRNA binds
2. f-Met (initiatory tRNA) bind
3. Large subunit binds



Steps of translation: elongation

1. tRNA binds to A site (codon links anticodon)
2. Peptide bond forms at P side
3. Translocation: tRNA moves from A to P to E



Steps of translation: termination

1. A site encounters a stop codon
2. Causes protein (release factor) to enter
3. Releases bond linking tRNA to PP chain at P 


